Easy Handmade Nuts and Bolts Star Trek Enterprise: This is a very simple instructable to make Star Trek Enterprise 1701 - A from your uncategorized material bins. The idea came from one day I found a wingnut in the gap of the carpet, it looks so familiar to me, then I realized it's could make a per...Â Nuts & Bolts: Industrial Jewelry in the Steampunk Style. Happy New Year 2016 New Years 2016 Math Google Search Quotes Quotations Math Resources Early Math Quote. nuts and bolts quotes - Google Search. See more ideas about steampunk jewelry, steampunk, jewelry. This steampunk necklace is made from a vintage light bulb and vintage nut wrapped in antiqued brass colored copper wire. The chain and lobster claw clasp are antiqued brass. The light bulb pendant is about 1 1/2" long. The necklace measures 17" long. Any of my necklaces can be shortened upon request. The last picture is of a matching pair of earrings: http://www.etsy.com/listing/71295790/steampunk-jewelry-brass-light-bulb Please check out the rest of my shop to see my entire selection ofâ€¦Â This style brooch was named CLOCKTOPUS by one of my wonderful customers (Thanks Erin!) We think itâ€¦ Steampunk Robots. Steampunk Style Jewelry: Victorian, Fantasy, and Mechanical Necklaces, Bracelets, and Earrings is a craft book by Jean Campbell that offers a step-by-step guide to creating steampunk jewelry. The book is directed at novices in both jewelry-making and steampunk. In addition to instructions on how to make jewelry in general and specific project instructions, Campbell also offers articles on the origins of steampunk, modding, Steampunk culture, Steampunk fashion, Steampunk art, Steampunk music, and